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Abstract

The mechanical properties of Al-7 wt.% Si can be enhanced by structural modifications of its eutectic phase. Addition of low concentrations of certain elements, in this case 150 wt-ppm Sr, is enough to cause a transition from a coarse plate-like Si structure to a finer coralline one. To fully understand the operating mechanism of this modification, the composition of the eutectic Si phase in unmodified and Sr-modified alloys was analysed and compared by Atom Probe Tomography and (Scanning) Transmission Electron Microscopy. The unmodified alloy showed nanometre sized Al-segregations decorating defects, while the Sr-modified sample presented three types of Al-Sr segregations: (1) rod-like segregations that promote smoothening of the Al-Si boundaries in the eutectic phase, (2) particle-like segregations comparable to the ones seen in the unmodified alloy, and (3) planar segregations favouring the formation of twin boundaries. Al and Sr solubilities in Si after solidification were determined to be 430 ± 160 at-ppm and 40 ± 10 at-ppm, respectively. Sr predominantly segregates to the Si phase confirming its importance in the modification of the eutectic growth.
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1. Introduction

Al-Si are the most widely used aluminium casting alloys on account of their superior castability properties, e.g. high fluidity, low shrinkage and low thermal expansion coefficient. In this study, the hypoeutectic alloy with 7 wt.% Si, composed of α-Al dendrites and Al-Si eutectic phase will be considered. The microstructure of the irregular eutectic phase is formed by coarse Si plates embedded in an aluminium matrix. The brittle Si plates embedded in the ductile Al matrix act as internal stress raisers and provide easy paths for cracks. By the addition of low concentrations of certain elements such as strontium (50 - 400 wt-ppm Sr), the microstructure of the Si phase can be modified to a coralline-like structure. In the presence of such a modifier the structure becomes finer and the brittle Si phase more rounded, contributing to higher values of ultimate tensile strength, greatly increased ductility, improved impact properties and better resistance to thermal shock [1]. These attractive properties have led to a wide industrial use of modified AlSi-based alloys in, for example, engine parts in the automotive industry. However, it remains difficult to optimize the amount of the modifier in terms of formation of intermetallic phases and homogeneity of the modification, especially for large-scale casts of complex alloys such as AlSiMg that often also contain impurities such as Fe and P. Fundamental understanding of the mechanisms governing the microstructural modification is still lacking, including how different species interact and affect the microstructure.

Na and Sr modifications of AlSi alloys have been extensively studied and numerous theories are proposed to explain the underlying phenomena [2–12]. In general, two approaches to explain the structural modification can be distinguished: the influence of the modifier on nucleation [13–16] and at the growth front of the eutectic phase [2–8,10]. The most well accepted hypotheses dealing with eutectic growth claim a Si growth restriction through the
accumulation and adsorption of the modifier at the solid-liquid front. Lu and Hellawell [10] for instance, presented the impurity induced twinning (IIT) theory, through which step sources across the {111} closely packed planes in Si would be poisoned by the modifier, promoting frequent twinning. Similarly, other authors based their explanations on a mechanism, which is believed to be operative at the modified and unmodified eutectic: the twin plane re-entrant edge (TPRE) mechanism [2,7]. This mechanism suggests that the presence of twins forms re-entrant edges that facilitate Si growth in the <211> direction [7]. In this case, the proposal is that the modifier will poison these re-entrant {111} twin grooves. Although based on different growth modes, both of these approaches relay on the hypothesis of a high multiplication of twins. Even if the morphology of eutectic Si appears to be almost isotropic, the underlying mechanism is believed to be an anisotropic growth with several changes of growth direction. Shamsuzzoha and Hogan [8] used this idea to propose a zigzag type of growth induced by the repeated twinning of the Si crystal during growth.

To confirm or reject the Si-growth mechanisms proposed by these theories, a more detailed investigation of the distribution of the modifier in the Si-phase, its tendency to segregate and its correlation with twins and other structural defects is needed. This verification, however, was hindered during the last decades by the lack of spatially resolved chemical information at the nanometric scale. With the advent and development of high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM), atomically resolved scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and atom probe tomography (APT), high structural and 3D chemical resolution down to parts per million [17] is now attainable. Recent studies of Sr modified samples showed evidences of segregation of the modifier together with Al inside the Si phase [18–20]. The presence of Al was not expected or predicted by any of the previously mentioned theories of modification and it remains difficult to ascertain if its presence plays a decisive role. One important missing piece to the understanding of the modified structure is a detailed characterization of the Si phase in the unmodified alloy, i.e. without Sr. The comparison of the overall Al concentration and distribution between modified and unmodified samples will help in the interpretation of its role for the modification. In addition, the
measurement of the overall Sr concentration in the Si phase will give information about the necessary amount of Sr to achieve modification.

In this study, chemical and structural information about the concentration and distribution of Al and Sr in the unmodified and Sr-modified eutectic Si were obtained by means of APT, TEM and STEM. The segregations detected using APT combined with the structural features imaged by (S)TEM give a detailed three-dimensional view of the Si phase, which allowed us to trace the microstructural evolution of these alloys.

2. Materials and Methods

Al-7 wt% Si (AlSi7) samples were produced at the Foundry Institute at RWTH Aachen by directional solidification in a Bridgman furnace. All samples were fabricated with a cooling rate of 0.25 K/s at a temperature gradient of 15 K/mm. High purity Si and Al (Al5N5) were melted at the corresponding proportions. An aluminium master alloy containing 15 wt.% Sr was added to modify the samples with 150 wt-ppm Sr. Chemical compositions were determined by optical emission spectrometry and are presented in Table I.

Cross-sectional cuts of the samples were embedded and mechanically polished. Site-specific sample preparation for TEM and APT were accomplished in a dual-beam focused ion beam / scanning electron microscopy workstation (FIB/SEM) (Helios NanoLab 600™, FEI Company, USA). In both procedures, an electron beam induced Pt-cap layer was first deposited on the eutectic area to provide protection from gallium implantation. After lift out and thinning of the samples, a low energy milling at 2 kV was performed to minimize Ga induced damage [21]. Electron back scattered diffraction (EBSD) was accomplished using an EDAX Hikari EBSD system attached to the FIB/SEM-instrument on the modified sample to assess the twin density in the Si phase. The sample polishing procedure for EBSD-measurements using colloidal silica as polishing media was optimized to get the best data quality from the Si-phase. The raw data corresponding to the Al phase was filtered out from the EBSD maps for clarity.
Overview and HR-TEM images were recorded in a Tecnai G2 TF 20 UT FEG microscope (FEI Company, USA) operated at 200 kV in micro and nanoprobe mode. STEM images were acquired using an ARM 200 microscope (JEOL, Japan) also operated at 200kV and equipped with a corrector for spherical aberration (CEOS, Germany). The corrector was aligned for a sub-Ångstrom probe size. A beam shower procedure was applied to reduce the amount of contamination during high-resolution imaging using a high angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector. To enhance the contrast, the atom-resolved HAADF-STEM images were filtered by the image processing software Fiji [22]. The images were transformed into the frequency space by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). All frequencies except for the central one were individually encircled and passed through a white mask. Finally, the masked information was transformed back to the space domain by an Inverse-FFT.

Laser Pulsed APT was carried out with a LEAP™ 3000X HR (CAMECA) at a repetition rate of 250 kHz, a specimen temperature of about 40 K, a pressure lower than 1 x 10^{-10} Torr (1.33 x 10^{-8} Pa), and a laser pulse energy of 0.4 - 0.5 nJ. The evaporation rate of the specimen was 5 atoms per 1000 pulses. Datasets were then reconstructed and analysed with the IVAS™3.6.6 software (CAMECA). Reconstructions were calibrated by comparison with SEM images post measurement and the use of crystallographic features within the reconstruction. Localized chemical analysis was carried out using one dimensional concentration profiles and proximity histograms. The sampling of the concentration profile measurements was adjusted to minimize statistical errors using fixed number of ions per sampling block. Proximity histograms were constructed based on Al iso-concentration surfaces. Iso-concentration surfaces are shown in some figures to highlight the presence of segregations and their morphologies. The Al and Sr contents in Si and their solid solubilities were measured after background subtraction in IVAS software.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows typical optical micrographs of the analysed AlSi7 samples. The unmodified plate-like eutectic Si phase presents a much coarser structure in comparison to the Sr-
modified eutectic. Although Figure 1(b) depicts small rounded disconnected particles in the transversal section, the three-dimensional structure consists of an interconnected coralline-like architecture [23].

The distribution and concentrations of Al and Sr in Si were analysed by APT and (S)TEM for both alloys. The different types of segregations found are summarized in Table II. Detailed descriptions of the microstructural findings for the two alloys are presented separately in the following sections.

3.1. Unmodified alloy - AlSi7

Figure 2 shows a transversal cut of a Si plate. The presence of twins along the plate confirms the expected twin plane re-entrant edge (TPRE) growth of eutectic Si [2,7,24]. The magnified area shown in figure 2(b) evidences not only twins, but also an unexpected homogeneous distribution of round precipitates. HR-TEM of these precipitates showed that they are coherent with the crystalline matrix (figure 2(c)). The particle's diameters measured by HR-TEM ranged between 10 and 12 nm.

For compositional insight, six eutectic Si atom probe specimens were analysed. All specimens contained Al segregations in agreement with the precipitates imaged by TEM. Figure 3 shows one of such measurements giving a representative view of the density of segregations. A total of 16 such features were analysed separately using one dimensional concentration profiles and proximity histograms in order to categorize the segregations.

Based on the results, the segregations were divided into three categories as seen in figure 3 (b,c,d):

1. Small segregations with a diameter between 5 and 10 nm and a homogeneous Al concentration in the range of 5 to 15 at.% Al (figure 3 (b)). Three of such segregations were analysed.

2. Larger segregations with a diameter between 13 and 18 nm. These features showed markedly uneven concentration profiles as the one depicted in figure 3(c) with a low Al concentration in the centre and a higher concentration at the surroundings.
between 40 and 50 at.% Al. 12 segregations with such an Al depleted zone in the
centre were measured.

3. Ring-like segregation with a diameter of 40 nm and a peak concentration of 6 at.% Al.
   Only one of these segregations was detected (figure 3(d)).

The measurement of Al segregations in a Si matrix by APT is a challenging task. Al
evaporates at lower field strengths than Si [25] and this fact influences the accuracy of the
atoms’ positions in the reconstructed volume [26]. Deflections of the ion trajectories affect
primarily particle-like segregations since the uneven distribution of the electric field at the
specimen surface is strongly localized in this case. This local magnification artefact results in
a deformation of the segregation in the x-y direction [27]. Lefevbre et al [28] reported a 1.5 to
2 nm region affected by trajectory overlaps at the interface of low-evaporation-field
precipitates. Considering this biased area, we expect the significant Al depletion detected at
the centre of the large segregations (13-18 nm diameter) not to be an artefact from trajectory
aberrations. However, the compositional measurements along the segregation interface, for
example as shown in Fig. 3 (c), can present up to ±5 at.% error.

3.2. Modified alloy - AlSi7 + 150 wt-ppm Sr

Figure 4 shows overviews of the modified eutectic structure at two different magnifications.
Figure 4(a) shows an inverse pole figure as obtained by electron back scattered diffraction
(EBSD). This map was obtained at a surface perpendicular to the solidification axis similar to
the one shown in figure 1(b) and only shows the Si phase. This EBSD map shows the
crystallographic orientations in the Si phase. The majority of the Si branches present two
crystallographic orientations separated by a twin boundary highlighted in black in the figure.
Figure 4(b,c) display TEM overview images of surfaces perpendicular to the EBSD map.
Both of these images also show two Si crystallographic orientations separated by a twin
boundary. A clear difference between the twin boundaries seen in the unmodified (Fig. 2)
and in the modified alloy is that, in the modified case there is no unique twin plane. Instead, the twin boundary displays several different directions indicating repeated changes of the growth front direction during solidification, i.e. the modified alloy is characterised with a higher degree of growth flexibility compared to the unmodified alloy.

In addition to these coarse changes of growth direction, the modified alloy presents a high density of nanometre sized features embedded in the single-crystalline Si lattice. These features include precipitates as found in the unmodified alloy, twins involving just a few tens of crystallographic planes, and faults in the Si stacking sequence involving a few inter-planar distances. These features were analysed by (S)TEM and correlated to Al-Sr segregations measured by APT. No segregations presenting Al or Sr alone were detected. Depending on their morphology, the segregations were categorized into three types: rod-like, particle-like and planar.

a. Rod-like segregations

Rod-like segregations are here defined as segregations having one dimension significantly larger than the other two. Figure 5 shows a complete APT reconstruction of a Si specimen where rod-like segregations containing Al and Sr are the dominating features (see supplementary data Video 1 for a full three-dimensional view). Figure 5(a) shows a top- and lateral-view of an 8 nm thick slice through the measurement. This slice presents numerous rod-like segregations rich in Al and Sr. In the upper part of the reconstruction, a V-shaped arrangement with a precipitate at its intersection is seen; while at the lower part, several parallel segregations separated by 10 to 30 nm are shown. Figure 5(b) shows the top- and lateral-view of a 90° rotation of this reconstruction. This image shows further segregations branching out and illustrates the three-dimensional complexity of the phase. Top- and lateral magnifications of these segregations are displayed in figure 5(c) with Al and Sr atoms represented as spheres. These segregations are separated by 5 to 10 nm. Rod-like segregations were always longer than the field of view of the tomographies. The maximal lengths that could be measured by APT were about 200 nm.
Concentration profiles obtained along these segregations showed between 2 - 4 at.% Al and 0.5 - 1 at.% Sr. Fig. 5 (d) depicts one example of such concentration profile calculated in a cylindrical region of interest (ROI). The diameter size has a critical influence on the concentration measured, and therefore, it was chosen as close as possible to the segregation with a diameter of 3 nm. Since the background noise signal cannot be identified in the 3D space data, it cannot be subtracted from the concentration profiles. To evaluate the background level, we extracted the mass spectrum data inside the selected ROI. This mass spectrum data shows 0.87 ± 0.09 at.% Sr and 3.16 ± 0.17 at.% Al in agreement with the profile measurement and indicating a minor influence of the background. Concentrations measured in such small regions in the reconstructions should be treated carefully due to the limited detection efficiency of the instrument [29]. As a consequence, we report Al: Sr ratio rather than concentrations. Here, all rod-like segregations present between 2.5 and 4 times more Al than Sr, which is what to expect if local ternary reactions have formed intermetallic phases.

Figure 6(a) shows a dark field TEM image of a Si branch containing a high amount of V-shaped defects. These features start in the inner part of the Si branch and extend towards the Al-Si boundary. Figure 6 (b) illustrates the correlation with the Al-Sr segregations presented in figure 5 by APT. These features were frequently found in the samples. Figure 7(a) shows an APT region of interest containing V-shaped Al-Sr segregations with spheroidal segregations heterogeneously nucleating along them and at their intersections. Figure 7(b) is a HRTEM image viewed along the <011> zone axis of the Si crystal displaying V-shaped defects along two <111> directions at an angle of 70.5°. This defect consists of faults in the stacking sequence involving a few lattice planes. We note that this is not a twin type defect since the Si lattice orientation is the same on both sides of the defect. This is further confirmed by the atomically resolved HAADF-STEM image in figure 7(c). The atomic structure aligned in the <110> zone axis depicts the Si arrangement into the characteristic dumbbells of the diamond structure. The Si structure is maintained at both sides of the segregation and the distortion of the crystal structure corresponds to three lattice planes.
b. Particle-like segregations

Particle-like segregations containing Al and Sr were found in all APT reconstructions and (S)TEM images. Similarly as in the unmodified alloy, two size-ranges of particle-like segregations are present:

1. **Segregations smaller than 10 nm.** These features can be seen in figure 5(b). The difference to the unmodified sample is not only the presence of Sr together with Al, but also a very high density of these segregations only in one part of the specimen. Figure 5(b) shows a dotted line highlighting the “virtual plane” behind which the segregations are accumulated.

2. Larger segregations (>10 nm). Several of these segregations are presented in the APT reconstruction of figure 8(a). Figure 8(c) shows a magnification of one of them. Al and Sr present similar fluctuations in concentration as in the unmodified sample with an Al-depleted zone in the centre of the feature.

The Al and Sr concentrations in the segregations vary and ranges from 7 to 20 at.% Al and 0.2 to 0.8 at.% Sr. In some precipitates there is up to 30 times more Al than Sr.

c. Planar segregations

Planar segregations are the third type of features found by APT measurements. They are described by having two dimensions significantly larger than the third one. Due to their large size a definite correlation to the TEM images is not straightforward for this type of segregations. However, they are probably situated at grain boundaries and irregular twin boundaries as the one presented in figure 4.

Figure 8(b) shows one example of a planar segregation that is 1 nm thick (see supplementary data Video 2 for a full three-dimensional view). The segregation crosses the entire atom probe specimen, which has a diameter of approximately 70 nm. The size of this segregation is larger than the field of view and can therefore not be estimated. The Al and Sr distributions are constant such that an Al: Sr ratio of about 2.5 is maintained throughout the
segregation with peak contents of 5 at.% Sr and 12 at.% Al at the segregation centre. We note that the Al: Sr ratio is comparable to that measured for the rod-like segregations.

3.3. Al and Sr concentrations in Si
The data of 7 specimens of the modified and 6 specimens of the unmodified alloy were averaged to obtain the Al and Sr concentrations in the Si-phase of each alloy. The amount of Al and Sr in solid solution in each alloy are reported in Table III and are 430 ± 160 at-ppm for Al and 40 ± 10 at-ppm for Sr. These values represent a measure of the solubility of Al and Sr in Si after solidification.

The total amount of Al and Sr trapped in the Si-phase during solidification is also reported in Table III. The Al content of the unmodified plate-like Si-phase is nearly 4 times lower than the Al content in the modified coralline-like Si-phase. The total content of Sr in the Si-phase of the modified alloy is 860 ± 560 at-ppm. It should be noted here that the values reporting the total amount of Al and Sr in the Si phase present larger deviations than the solubility values because they strongly depend on the amount of segregations found in each tomography.

4. Discussion
4.1. Unmodified alloy
Doping and impurity atoms present in Si have been extensively investigated due to the importance of Si as a material for microelectronic applications. Carrier concentration profiles of heavily implanted Al in Si shows that only a small fraction of Al atoms contributes to the electrical activity in Si suggesting that part of the Al atoms are segregated or related to lattice defects [30]. This was supported by transmission electron microscopy showing dislocation loops and coherent precipitates 5 to 10 nm in size [30]. Such defects are also found in Si implanted by As, B or P [30–32]. Washburn et al [31] for example, shows a large number of small defects which could be dislocation loops or planar clusters of P atoms that are accompanied by lattice strain. Recently, Thompson et al [33] showed As-Cottrell atmospheres surrounding silicon interstitials and their evolution into decorated dislocation
loops as a function of annealing. When interstitial and impurity atoms migrate into the proximity of a defect, the strain field around the defect will be relaxed, producing an energetically more favourable state. Similarly, Al segregations are formed in the Si eutectic phase of Al-Si alloys. The eutectic phase grows under an externally imposed cooling rate. Under such solidifying conditions, Al is incorporated in the Si lattice with a higher concentration than at thermodynamic equilibrium. Below the eutectic temperature, as the crystal is cooling down, there is a time period with high enough temperature to facilitate mobility and clustering of the excess Al. Preferential sites for these atoms are in the proximity of defects where the Si lattice is strained.

Nanometre sized defects in Si can be caused by the aggregation of Si interstitials into more complex defects [33,34], or due to the entrapment of nanosized crystals forming pockets at the growth front. In the unmodified alloy, Si grows ahead of the solidifying front by the TPRE mechanism [24]. Given this anisotropic growth mode and due to the low solubility and low distribution coefficient of Al in Si (k=0.002) [35], Al will be accumulated at the growth front. At a certain Al concentration, entrapment of this Al-rich layer in small pockets of high Al concentration can occur [34,36]. Moreover, Si clusters which were not completely dissolved in the melt can also be incorporated at the solidifying growth front resulting in interstitial lattice defects [37]. Such interstitials may aggregate and produce a strain field towards which Al will diffuse. As a consequence, the three types of Al segregations found by APT are impurity clouds surrounding defects in the Si lattice. Depending on the type of defect in the Si lattice and the time given for the Al segregation to evolve during cooling, different types of segregations are formed. They range from small Al clusters to larger clouds surrounding a Si-rich core, and finally to the decoration of even larger defects such as dislocation loops as seen in the ring-like segregation.

4.2. Modified alloy

The modification of the flaky eutectic structure in favour of a more fibrous or coralline one is thought to be a consequence of the competing growth of the Al and Si phases [4,5,7]. It is
well documented that the unmodified plate-like Si structure grows in advance with respect to the Al phase [2,3,7]. When the flake-to-fibrous transition takes place this growth rate advantage is lost. As a result, both phases grow simultaneously at a common growth front, which changes the final microstructure.

One way to obtain such condition is to force the growth rate to exceed 400-500 μm/s by, for example, rapid cooling [5]. Thall and Chalmers [38] suggested that under such conditions the microstructural refinement is a consequence of the balance between heat flow from the liquid to the solid and heat evolved during solidification. The solid-liquid interface will advance more rapid when the thermal conductivity is high and the latent heat of fusion is low. For the present phases, the thermal conductivity of Si is lower than Al, while the latent heat of fusion is higher. Because of these differences the growth rate will be similar or even faster for the Al phase.

An alternative way to produce a similar change in the growth front profile is by the addition of a minor element, e.g. Sr. This type of modification occurs at much lower solidification rates and, thus, it is more relevant for industrial processes. In this case, the phenomenon is explained by a reduction of the Si growth rate by mechanical obstruction and adsorption of the modifier into the Si crystal. This will produce a common growth front of the Al and Si eutectic phases [2,10]. The analysis of the nanometre sized features present in the Si phase is a key to understand how Sr is incorporated and how this translates into the microstructural modification.

a. Rod-like segregations

The modification of the Si-phase due to Sr addition is generally explained by a high multiplication of twins causing repeated changes in the crystallographic growth direction. Based on this interpretation, several twin boundaries and multiple crystallographic orientations would be expected in a transversal cut to the growth direction. The EBSD overview presented in figure 4(a), however, shows that most of the Si branches present only two different crystallographic orientations. This is corroborated in the TEM images (figure
4(b,c); figure 9(a)) were also only two orientations are evident, even if the Si crystal presents a high density of defects.

Although changes of the overall growth direction due to twinning are seen in almost all branches, they are not as frequent as one would expect in order for twins to cause the entire change of morphology. In fact, over the years, the discrepancy between predicted and observed twin density has been given attention to elucidate if the presence of twins is really a determining factor for the modification. Shamsuzzoha and Hogan [8], for instance, showed that the twin density changed with cooling rate while a modified structure was observed for all studied cooling rates. Another example was presented by Nogita et al [39], who reported modification by Ba and Ca, which produce a well modified structure with a lower amount of twins than expected.

In the present study, TEM and STEM images show that the most frequent features in the analysed sample are narrow defects embedded in the Si single crystal. These rod-like segregations involve only a few inter-planar distances and not necessarily an overall twinning of the crystal. This is supported by high-resolution images in figure 7(b,c) where no twin boundary is formed, and instead, only the stacking sequence of a few planes is changed. APT reveals an enrichment of Al and Sr pinning these features. To understand the influence of these rod-like defects on the modified structure we need to trace their origin and understand their composition.

Rod-like segregations have been observed in previous APT studies [18–20]. However, the three-dimensional complexity of the segregations was not captured until now when wider field of views were obtained. The reconstructed volume shown in figure 5 present rod-like segregations in several different crystallographic orientations. Such measurement also permitted spatial correlation between APT and TEM. It should be born in mind that these APT and TEM images originate from different samples prepared from the same alloy. Nevertheless, there is a 1:1 correlation in the thickness of each single segregation and the distances between them (figure 6) manifesting the high frequency of rod-like segregations in the structure.
Numerous rod-like segregations found in both APT and TEM show a V-shaped morphology as the ones depicted in the overview and high-resolution images in figure 5, 6 and 7. So-called hairpin dislocations may form when an advancing solid-liquid interface encounters small nanometre sized crystalline clusters with a slightly different crystallographic orientation than the growing crystal. When such crystalline pockets are incorporated into the Si single crystal, their misorientation favour the formation of stacking faults or half loop dislocations [40–42]. Al-Si-Sr clusters were frequently found at the intersection of rod-like defects as shown in figure 7(a). Timpel et al [18,19] reported similar defects showing segregations of Al and Sr at their intersections using energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy, while atom-resolved STEM confirmed that the overall direction of the Si crystal was not changed.

The misoriented pockets and consequent formation of hairpin dislocations will interrupt the Si growth. The lattice planes emerging from such disturbance will be favourable sites for Al and Sr accumulated at the solid-liquid interface to be adsorbed and incorporated into the Si lattice. Once these elements are adsorbed, the defects are stabilized or pinned, not having the possibility to annihilate during the further cooling of the alloy. This proposed mechanism adheres to the well-accepted theories claiming adsorption of the modifier at the growth front [2,10]. However, we propose that these segregations restrict the Si growth and generate localized disturbances over a few inter-planar distances, instead of causing overall changes of the growth direction by repeated twinning as proposed by earlier theories.

The remaining item to address is related to the formation of the nanometre sized clusters that induce V-shape defects. Some insight to the nucleation of these clusters can be found in the build-up of a layer at the growth front during solidification. It is reasonable to assume that both Al and Sr are accumulated ahead of the growth front given their low solubility in Si. This is further supported by Kobayashi et al [43] who studied overmodified Al-Si samples by the addition of Na and reported the formation of an Al-Si-Na rich layer along the solidification interface. In the case of Sr-modification we propose a similar but subtler effect, with a thin Al-Si-Sr layer forming at the growth front. This layer will act as a mechanical obstruction for the growth of the Si-phase and favour a nearly planar growth front.
On this basis, local ternary phase reactions within this layer will assist in the nucleation of nanometre sized clusters responsible for V-shaped defects. Whether these clusters are crystalline or not, was not proven in the present study. However, based on our assumption that these clusters are a consequence of ternary phase reactions, we assume that they are crystalline. Such ternary reactions were studied, for example by Hanna and Hellawell [44] who determined the liquidus surface for the Al-Si-Sr phase diagram from 0-20 wt.% Si and 0-5 wt.% Sr. Their study presented a ternary reaction at Al - 12.9 at.% Si - 0.6 at.% Sr (Al - 13.2 wt.% Si - 1.8 wt.% Sr) around 2 to 3 K below the binary Al-Si eutectic. The Si concentration for this reaction to occur is near the binary eutectic point at 12.2 at.% Si [45] and the Sr concentration of 0.6 at.% can be easily reached at the growth front considering that all segregations measured by APT showed higher values (figures 5(d) and 8(b)). Another evidence supporting local ternary reactions is the range of Al:Si ratios found in the segregations. These ratios coincide with two known intermetallic phases related to this system: Al$_4$Sr and Al$_2$Si$_2$Sr. A recent investigation reports that Sr atoms segregate towards Si-rich regions and that the addition of trace levels of Sr results in the formation of Al$_2$Si$_2$Sr-like clusters [46]. Formation of such clusters ahead of the solidification front and their incorporation in the Si-crystal to generate V-shaped defects would be consistent with the APT and TEM results. The reason why different elements have distinctive modifying efficiencies remains an open question. It is well known, for instance, that complete modification with Na can be achieved with lower Na concentration than with Sr. Different local ternary reactions for each element may be a factor determining these efficiencies.

One of the most important structural changes responsible for the enhanced crack resistance of the Sr-modified alloy is that Si branches become more rounded and smoother in comparison to the elongated plates with sharp or angular edges of the unmodified alloy. Figure 9 presents two ways how rod-like segregations affect the structure at the microscopic level.

The first way is schematically shown in figure 9(b). It shows the direct influence of the rod-like segregations at the Al-Si phase boundary. Rod-like defects corresponding to Al-Sr
segregations extend from the inner part of the branch until the Al-Si interface. During growth, the aggregation rate of Si is retarded at these defects by the adsorption of Al and Sr. Consequently, the regions between the rod-like segregations at the phase boundary have a slightly higher growth rate and, therefore, the boundary seems to be pinned by the defects which are marked by the arrows in figure 9(b). The net result of these types of features is a smoothening of the Al-Si phase boundary.

The second way the rod-like segregations appear to affect the modification is by influencing the twinned surface inside the Si branch. Almost all Si branches present one shift of the overall growth direction by a twin boundary (figure 4). Twin boundaries inside the Si phase were also seen for the unmodified sample. The difference between these alloys is that for the unmodified plate-like structure, the twin boundary is a unique plane which runs through the complete plate (figure 2), while in the Sr-modified sample the twinned boundary is irregular and changes directions repeatedly. This is schematically presented in figure 9(c) and it is frequently observed in the TEM samples, e.g. in figure 4(c). The changes of the growth rate and the irregular growth front determined by the rod-like segregations will favour the accumulation of Al-Si-Sr layers in certain crystallographic directions over others. When the growth is completely obstructed by this layer, formation of a twin is favoured. This can be seen in figure 9 (a and c) where the irregular twin boundary follows the directions imposed by the V-shaped defects. Although the cause of the twin will be the segregation of Al and Sr at the front (see section 4.2.c), the irregularities of this boundary are a consequence of the growth front given by the rod-like segregations. The growth flexibility of the Si branches given by these boundaries favours a more isotropic growth of the Si branches.

b. Particle-like segregations

Two types of particles were distinguished in the Sr-modified sample: small precipitates under 10 nm in diameter, and larger ones over this size. In contrast to the unmodified Si-phase where all particles were homogeneously distributed, the Sr-modified Si phase presents regions with very high density of small precipitates (<10 nm)(figure 5(b)). This high density of
Planar segregations show how the Si-growth pushes Al and Sr ahead of the solidification front until a threshold level is reached and they are incorporated in the Si-phase. It is likely that the agglomeration of these segregations affects the advancement of the solidification front and contributes to the modification. In contrast, the larger particles have a similar density and distribution as in the unmodified alloy and they do not show any relevant correlation to the structural modification. Similarly as seen in the unmodified alloy, excess Al trapped in the Si-phase diffuses to strained regions of the lattice forming impurity clouds.

c. Planar segregations

Planar segregations are considered to be a result of the progressive accumulation of Al and Sr at the solidifying interface. As it was explained in section 4.2.a, rod-like segregation will cause instabilities at the growing interface. These perturbations in the shape of the solid-liquid interface of the Si faceted phase grow faster in certain crystallographic directions and become tangential to low-index faceting planes [34]. Al and Sr will be continuously rejected at these facets ending up in the formation of an enriched surface (planar segregation).

Further growth of the Si crystal in this direction is hindered until this enriched layer is overgrowth and trapped in the Si lattice. Such planar segregations favour the formation of grain boundaries and irregular twin boundaries crossing through the entire Si branch as the one depicted in figure 9(c).

4.3. Al and Sr concentrations in the Si phase

The solubility of Al in Si is low and sometimes for practical reasons it is even considered to be zero. It is clear, however, that this practical assumption is not valid if the Si phase is analysed at a more detailed level. Data measured by diffusion [47] and temperature-gradient zone melting [48] showed solubilities lower than 0.035 at.% at all temperatures. Trumbore [35] reviewed a number of conflicting studies showing discrepancies as high as three or four orders of magnitude in the solid solubility of Al in Si. In this study, Trumbore measured a solid solubility of 0.03 at.% at 720 ºC by spectrophotometric and spectroscopic analyses on
crystals grown in thermal gradient experiments. In addition, he calculated the solidus curve by reinterpreting Gudmundsen and Maserjian’s [49] low temperature curve by taking Backenstoss’ mobility data [50] into account resulting in an Al solid-solubility near $6 \times 10^{18}$ at./cm$^3$ ($\sim 0.035$ at.%) at 600 °C. These data agree with the values obtained by APT in this study. The amount of Al in solid solution in the Si phase is nearly the same in both alloys and ranges between $\sim 300$-600 at-ppm.

The total amount of Al in the Si-phase is higher than the solubility limit for the unmodified and modified alloys (Table III). The total amount of Al in the unmodified alloy is $\sim 0.161$ at.%, while in the modified is of $\sim 0.616$ at.%. As both alloys were directionally solidified under the same temperature gradient and growth rate, the fourfold increase of Al content in the modified alloy as compared to the unmodified, can be explained by the presence of Sr. This finding supports the hypothesis that Al and Sr are incorporated together into the Si-phase in the form of nanometre sized phases as proposed in section 4.2.a.

The content of Sr in the Si-phase of the modified alloys was determined by APT. Just as for Al, the amount of Sr in solid solution ($40 \pm 10$ at-ppm) is considerably lower than the total amount of Sr trapped in the Si-phase ($860 \pm 560$ at-ppm). This indicates that most of the Sr contained in the alloy is related to segregations. It is commonly accepted that Sr segregates to the Si phase of these alloys [12,51]. The total amount of Sr in the alloy is 46 at-ppm (150 wt-ppm) and if all this Sr was contained in the Si phase, the total Sr concentration in Si would be nearly 680 at-ppm. This concentration lies in the range measured by APT confirming that Sr predominantly segregates to the Si phase. This is vital information for the optimization of the alloy.

5. Conclusion

AlSi7 alloys with and without Sr modification were analysed by APT, TEM and STEM. The composition and distribution of Al and Sr in the Si phase were studied and correlated to structural defects.
The unmodified Si structure presented nanometre size Al segregations. The amount of Al trapped in Si during solidification is over its solubility limit, what makes Al to diffuse and decorate defects. These segregations do not influence the plate-like type of growth of the Si microstructure.

The coralline-like microstructure of the modified sample showed high density of defects enriched by Al-Sr segregations. Three distinctive features inherent to the structural modification were identified:

(a) Rod-like segregations which frequently showed a V-shape. These segregations influence the final round section and smoothening of the Si branches and the formation of irregular twin boundaries.

(b) Regions with high density of small particle-like segregations. These regions result from the accumulation of Al and Sr at the solidification front, what hinders the Si growth.

(c) Planar segregations at grain and twin boundaries.

Compositional analysis of the Si phase show solubilities of 430 ± 160 at-ppm Al and 40 ± 10 at-ppm Sr. The total amount of Al trapped in the Si phase is four times higher in the Sr modified alloy than in the unmodified, confirming that a large fraction of Al is incorporated together with Sr into the Si phase. Sr segregates predominantly to the Si phase confirming its importance in the modification of the eutectic growth.

The present study shows that high density of defects enriched by Al and Sr in the Si phase plays a decisive role in the modification of the Si microstructure. We propose that the nucleation of Al-Si-Sr / Al-Sr nanoclusters by local ternary reactions assists in the formation and pinning of defects.

Although changes in the Si crystallographic orientation by twinning is a relevant characteristic of this modification, different types of defects including stacking faults and hairpin dislocations should also be taken into account.
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Tables

Table I: Chemical composition measured by optical emission spectroscopy (wt.%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Sr</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Ca</th>
<th>Na</th>
<th>Fe, Cu, Mn, Mg, Cr, Ni, Zn, Bi, P, Pb, Sb, V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AlSi7</td>
<td>7.04</td>
<td>0.000006</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlSi7 + 150 wt-ppm Sr</td>
<td>7.04</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II: Summary of segregations found in the unmodified and Sr-modified AlSi7 alloy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segregations</th>
<th>AlSi7 – (unmodified)</th>
<th>AlSi7 + 150ppm Sr (modified)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Particle-like</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>small precipitates</td>
<td>&lt; 10 nm – Al (fig.3(b))</td>
<td>&lt; 10 nm – Al,Sr (fig.5(b))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>larger precipitates</td>
<td>&gt; 10 nm – Al (fig.3(c))</td>
<td>&gt; 10 nm – Al,Sr (fig. 8(c))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ring-like</strong></td>
<td>40 nm – Al (fig.3(d))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rod-like</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3 nm – Al:Sr = 2.5/4.0 (fig.5-7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Planar</strong></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1 – 3 nm – Al:Sr = 2.5/4.0 (fig.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III: Minor elements’ content in the eutectic Si phase (at.%)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Al in the specimens</th>
<th>Al dissolved in the Si matrix</th>
<th>Sr in the specimens</th>
<th>Sr dissolved in the Si matrix</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AlSi7</td>
<td>0.161 ± 0.109</td>
<td>0.036 ± 0.009</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AlSi7 + 150 wt-ppm Sr</td>
<td>0.616 ± 0.233</td>
<td>0.047 ± 0.012</td>
<td>0.086 ± 0.056</td>
<td>0.004 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures
**Figure 1:** Optical micrographs of the analysed samples; (a) unmodified AlSi7 alloy showing plate-like Si eutectic structure, (b) modified AlSi7 + 150ppmSr with coralline-like Si structure (adapted from Barrirero et al.[20]).

**Figure 2:** Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the unmodified eutectic phase; (a) transversal cut of a Si plate, (b) zoom in of the centre of the plate showing twin planes of
the twin plane re-entrant edge (TPRE) type of growth and small precipitates, (c) HR-TEM of one precipitate.

Figure 3: Atom probe tomography (APT) of the unmodified eutectic Si with the three distinctive types of segregations; (a) complete measurement with Al segregations depicted by 2 at.% Al iso-concentration surface, (b) small Al segregation, proximity histogram showing the concentration profile as a function of the distance to an Al iso-concentration surface (2.5 at.% Al) (black arrows in the diagram depict the positive increment of the x-axis [distance]), (c) larger Al segregation showing an Al-depleted zone in the centre, proximity histogram showing the concentration profile as a function of the distance to an Al iso-concentration surface (0.5 at.% Al), (d) ring-like segregation [top view] with one-dimensional concentration profile.
Figure 4: Overview of the modified eutectic phase (AlSi7 + 150 ppm Sr); (a) inverse pole figure map (electron backscattered diffraction - EBSD) perpendicular to the sample’s growth direction. The map shows the crystallographic orientations of the silicon phase. Twin boundaries are shown in black. White areas correspond to the Al matrix which was filtered out for clarity, (b) diffraction contrast bright-field and (c) bright-field TEM overview images of Si modified branches. Each image shows two different crystallographic orientations in Si in agreement with the EBSD data. Nanometric rod-like and particle-like defects can be seen.
Figure 5: APT of the modified Si eutectic phase; (a) Top- and lateral-view of an 8 nm slice in the APT measurement. Rod-like segregations rich in Al and Sr are shown, (b) 90° rotation of the same specimen showing particle-like segregations and further rod-like segregations (iso-concentration surfaces at 0.5 at.% Sr and 0.6 at.% Al), (c) magnified region of interest depicting the three-dimensional relations and complexity of the structure (Al and Sr atoms are represented by spheres), (d) concentration profile along one single rod-like segregation showing an Al:Sr ratio of about 3.
Figure 6: TEM-APT correlation; (a) dark-field TEM overview of a Si branch with numerous V-shaped defects along two <111> directions, (b) magnified area of (a) and superimposed correlation with the segregations presented in APT in figure 5(a).
Figure 7: High resolution images of the rod-like defects in the Si phase; (a) rod-like and particle-like segregations containing Al (green) and Sr (red) atoms. Si atoms are not shown for clarity, (b) HR-TEM of two V-shape defects along {111} planes, (c) HR-STEM showing a 1 nm-thick defect involving 3 lattice planes and no change of orientation at both sides of the defect.
Figure 8: APT of the modified eutectic Si phase; (a) complete reconstruction highlighting Al-Sr segregations by iso-concentration surfaces (1.2 at.% Al; 0.4 at.% Sr). All three types of segregations are present, i.e. rod-like, particle-like and planar, (b) magnified planar segregation with a cylindrical region of interest – ROI (40 nm in diameter) used to measure the concentration profile, (c) slice of a particle-like segregation depicting an Al and Sr depleted region in the centre, proximity histogram showing Si, Al and Sr concentration profiles as a function of the distance to an Al iso-concentration surface (2.5 at.% Al) (black arrows in the diagram depict the positive increment of the x-axis [distance]).
**Figure 9:** Influence of the V-shaped defects on the Si growth; (a) TEM overview of a modified Si branch, (b) illustration of the smoothening of the Al-Si boundary by the presence of V-shaped defects, (c) formation of an irregular twin boundary following the growth front determined by V-shaped defects.

**Supplementary content - Captions**

**Video 1:** Rod-like and particle-like segregations in the modified eutectic Si phase. Atom probe tomography (APT) showing Si (gray), Al (green) and Sr (red) atoms; and iso-concentration surfaces at 0.6 at.% Al and 0.2 at.% Sr.

**Video 2:** Planar, particle-like and rod-like segregations in the modified eutectic Si phase. Atom probe tomography (APT) showing Si (gray), Al (green) and Sr (red) atoms; and iso-concentration surfaces at 1.5 at.% Al and 0.3 at.% Sr.